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NUMBER 13
zewxi zekxa

a"ne ` sirq ,d"x oniq r"y
This discussion begins in a cenr g"l  (oikxan cvik) zekxa `xnb.
The dpyn stated that on vegetables we make dnc`d t"a, and
the `xnb comments on this,

,xe`d ici lr dpzypy zt dn - ztc `inec zewxi ipzw "
" .xe`d ici lr epzypy inp zewxi s`

The Mishnah states the case of vegetables together with the case
of bread in order to teach us the following: just as the case of
bread refers to something that was transformed through fire, that
is, baked, so too may we understand the case of vegetables to be
one in which they were transformed through fire, that is, cooked.

This is explained by Rabbenai, in the name of Abaye, to mean
that on cooked vegetables we should say dnc`d ixt `xea.  The
`xnb proceeds  to  cite  a  public  shiur  given  by  Rav  Chisda  in
which he taught two apparently contradictory opinions on this
issue, before reconciling them.  Rav Chisda taught that Rav was
of the opinion that dnc`d ixt `xea should be recited on
cooked vegetables, whilst Ulla said in the name of Rabbi
Yochanan that cooked vegetables take exaca didp lkdy.

Rav Chisda reconciled these two opinions in the following way:
didp lkdy - ewly ,dnc`d ixt `xea ezlgzy lk :xne` ip`e"
ixt `xea - ewly ,exaca didp lkdy ezlgzy lke ,exaca

".dnc`d
He explains that the dkld in any particular instance will depend
on how the vegetable is normally eaten.  If the dkxa on the
vegetable in its raw state is dnc`d ixt `xea, then it will be
exaca didp lkdy once it has been cooked; if, on the other hand,
one would normally say exaca didp lkdy on the raw vegetable,
then once it is cooked one should say dnc`d ixt `xea.

Rav Chisda believes, then, that he has found a middle way, an
approach that does not indicate zwelgn between the two views.
In one case we are talking about vegetables that are more
commonly enjoyed in their fresh state, such that cooking them
reduces their status to lkdy, and in the other case it is
appropriate to say dnc`d ixt `xea only and specifically once
the vegetables have been upgraded by being cooked, because
this is the normal way to eat them.

The `xnb is initially happier with the suggestion that cooking
vegetables upgrades them to dnc`d, citing cabbage, beets and
pumpkins as examples.  Rav Nachman Bar Yitzchak then gives
garlic and leek as examples of vegetables whose flavours are
better when raw. zetqez note that, although it would seem at
first glance that cooking also improves garlic and leek, it is the

meat and the salt with which they are cooked that enhances their
flavour.  When cooked alone, however, their pungency and
flavour leaks out. :-)

Dayan Abraham wanted to point out that the sqei zia learns,
quoting the m"anx, zetqez and other mipey`x, that when Rav
Chisda made a distinction between different sorts of vegetables
he was presenting a solution that removed zwelgn from the
discussion.  Here are the words of the sqei zia:

,mdipia zwelgn oi`y xaeq `cqg axy eixacn d`xpe
“It appears from his words that Rav Chisda holds that there is no
disagreement between them,

.dizeek opihwp jklde ,ibilt `le ,`cg xn` xne `cg xn` xnc
that each is essentially of the same opinion as the other, and they are not
arguing, therefore let us follow his view;

ipax mya dpei x"d k"ke y"`xd zrc oke zetqezd zrc `edy p"ke
g"ta m"anxd zrc oke ztxv(b dkld)

so does this appear to be the opinion of the Tosafos, the Rosh, Rabeinu
Yona in the name of the French rabbis, and Rambam.”

Commenting on Rav Chisda’s view, as presented by the zia
sqei, Dayan Abraham explained the following principle: if you
have two opinions among the amoraim and a third amora
reconciles them so that you are left with no dispute, then,
automatically, we rule that way, because now they all agree.
Where we are faced with a zwelgn we must follow certain rules
that determine whose opinion we must accept as authoritative.

Normally, in a zwelgn between Rav and Rabbi Yochanan, we
would establish the dkld according to Rabbi Yochanan.  In this
case, however, Rav Chisda has helpfully reconciled Rav and
Rabbi Yochanan such that we are essentially left with a single
unanimous approach to the dkld.  We would be in the very good
company of many mipey`x if we followed the sqei zia’s line.

However, not everyone understands Rav Chisda in the way we have
outlined thus far.  The Rif and the Geonim are cited in the Tur as being
of the opinion that raw vegetables take lkdy and cooked vegetables
require dnc`d ixt `xea, including, it would appear, garlic and leek.
This is where the discussion becomes a little involved, to say the least.

The sqei zia cites Rabeinu Yona as explaining that the Rif understands
Rav Chisda not to be reconciling Rav and Rabbi Yochanan, but rather to
be confirming their zwelgn and adding a new view of his own, though
not as it is presented in the Tur.  The i"a explains that the Rif’s position
is that `"dta is said on garlic and leek both raw and cooked.  At the end
of a long discourse, the sqei zia presents the Tur as having mistakenly
understood the Rif to hold that lkdy is said on raw garlic and leek, and
the dyixc expresses astonishment that the Tur’s understanding of the
Rif and the Gaonim runs contrary to the `xnb. The r"y essentially rules
according to our (& i"a\xeh’s) first undertanding of Rav Chisda.

*   *   *


